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The time of humanity is at an end... and our replacements are in our midstIt's a new day at The

Circle, one with a fresh mandate that puts every magickian on the front lines, fighting the good

fight before the end of the world rears its head.However, some cataclysms come in unexpected

packages... and when a giant appears on the golden sands of Malta, it's unclear whether he is

friend or foe. He claims innocence when babies are born mutated, seems to bear no ill

will...And yet, something is not right about this visitor from another world.But he is not the only

concern for The Circle. Someone inside the organisation seems all-too connected to the

colossal curiosity. And by the time the mystery is solved, it might be too late to stop it...For the

end of history is coming - and there's not a man or magickian that can stand in its way.The

First Men channels Charles Stross by way of Kurt Vonnegut to present a mystical thriller that

twists urban fantasy tropes to its will.What readers are saying about The Circle series"Lee has

created characters that slide their way into your heart.""Imaginative, creative and fast-

paced""Calls out for a Hollywood treatment" "Will take you out-of-this-world!" "Poe in all his

uniqueness doesn't hold a candle to this Creator" "Devlishly wild, unforgiving and surprising!"
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presentsThe First Men ByLee Isserow Copyright © 2018 Lee IsserowAll rights

reserved. ,Books in series Books in series The First Men 1The garden It was the glow

that first caught his attention, embers that had found themselves caught on the wind and

travelled in search of one such as he. They encircled him, as if teasing playfully, beckoning him

to follow. Their movement was curious, on the breeze—yet there was no breeze. That

phenomena only spurred him on, encouraging him to follow them back to the place from which

they had first emerged.He walked through the overgrowth, bare feet on moist, dewy grass. It

was always dewy there, as if in a perpetual state of dawn. He clambered over bushes, ducked

under trees, and finally he saw it: the fire that had given birth to the embers. But it was no fire

as he knew it, this was a blaze in mid-air, with no kindling beneath to fuel the flames.Despite

seeming to have no source, it flickered wildly with a warm, inviting glow, arms stretching out

and retracting, beckoning him closer, just as the embers had done. This was new, something

he had not seen before. It was certainly not the fires of Orryx, the blinding light burning eternal,

guardian that stood at the gate, steadfastly securing the line between realities. Orryx would

never dream of coming this deep into their territory—he would barely leave his post, for fear

that he might falter from his sole task: keeping that which resided in The Garden from the

Natural World. It was his duty, one that he had carried out for as long as they had been in that

place, and he would most likely stand there until the end of history itself.As he drew closer, it

appeared as though the fire did not originate in this reality. At the base of it, there was a glow

that was not from the flames, it had a crystalline texture, a purple hue that was like nothing he

had seen before. As he walked around the curiosity, it seemed as though there were stars

reflected through those crystal structure, entire galaxies that swirled majestically.Inspecting it

closer, he saw that the crystals had roots that crawled between them, it was they that were

fuelling the fire in this reality. . . And at that moment, he realised what this was: a gift from a

Mother, one of the gods that had ushered life into being in the Natural World.He turned,

wanting to shout to the others, tell them that their time in The Garden had finally come to an

end—but there was no time to alert his kin. In an instant, the flames expanded with a mighty

roar, engulfing him completely, ripping him from the place that had been his home for so very

long. He gasped for breath as it took him, but there was no breath to be had.The fire had

transitioned him into a place of burning, one that would last for what felt like a lifetime. 
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bloody fiasco EPICENTRE, THE CIRCLEIsaiah Faith sat in his office, staring out through the

glass walls as the agents from the night shift were replaced by the day shift, taking their leave

through the doors that surrounded the main hub. This was a new day for the Circle, figuratively,

as much as literally.His reconstituted mandate was about to be enacted: no longer would they

simply be reactionary, coming in at the last minute and a saving the day after catastrophe had

already struck the world. It had taken much effort on his part to convince one and all, but finally

they had agreed that it was for the good of every soul that resided in the Natural World. From

now on, they would investigate any curiosity that came their way, nipping any and all potential

apocalypses in the bud.There was a slim smile on his lips, as he saw Tali look over in his

direction, and send a call through. He picked it up before the first ring even trilled in his

periphery.“What have you got?”“Foresight Division has something, it might be nothing but

—““There is no 'might be nothing', not any more,” he reminded her. “We investigate everything

that comes our way.”“Right, yes sir, I know, but I'm not sure—““What is it.”There was a long sigh

on the end of the line, before Tali sent the intel over with a brief gesture that caused the bulb

above his desk to glow bright. The white light began to separate, as if through a prism,

transforming into rainbow hues. The glimmers cascaded down, contorting and bending into the

form of the reports that had caught her eye.“You're kidding,” he said, wide-eyed.He felt a shake

of her head in his periphery.“In Amsterdam?”“It's as good as anywhere. . .” she said, with a

shrug.Faith chewed on his lip briefly, gaze darting through the holographic projection to

Tali.“And it was Foresight Division that sent this through, not the triplets?”She nodded, trying

with all her might not to give him yet another lecture about referring to Three as 'the

triplets'.“Get a team prepped and on the ground,” he grunted, killing the call before she had a

chance to say anything further.He stewed for a moment, and then cast to dial Three. It had

been clear that they did not approve of his new mandate, and it was feeling all too much like

they were attempting to sabotage it before it had even truly begun.The ring was unanswered

on his first attempt, and so he dialled again. A second time, and then a third. On the sixth

attempt, the call was answered.“Isaiah Faith,” they said, three voices speaking as one, “how

may we assist you on this fine morning?”“Fine morning my arse! Why didn't you let us know

about this Amsterdam fiasco?”“It is a situation that we are most certainly aware of, but we

would not call it 'a fiasco'. . .”“Well I'm calling it a bloody fiasco! You have greater foresight than

bloody Foresight Division, you're meant to be our eyes everywhere! Why do I have to hear this



from them?”“Because, Isaiah Faith, whilst there is indeed a mystical event occurring, it is not

one that we believe requires involvement from the Circle.”“You don't get to make that call.

Hundreds could be hurt or killed, thousands even! Do you want that many charred corpses on

your conscience?”“If it came to that eventuality, they would be undone as with so many things.

Our conscience would remain as clear as ever.”“Don't be smart-arse,” he growled.“If anything,”

Three said, “we would be smart-arses, plural.”Isaiah Faith was truly stunned. Three had always

been curt with him—more-so than any other leader of the Circle previous—but they had never

talked back to him with that level of disrespect.“From now on, I want to hear about every bloody

thing you see coming, do you hear? And I mean every bloody thing. Anything magical so much

as twitches in a way I won't like, you let me know. The Circle is done waiting till the end of the

world to act— get that through your skulls, you get me?”“We 'get' you, Isaiah Faith, but in this

instance, we do advise caution. There is a time for all things, and now is not the time to

act.”Another ring trilled in his periphery, the team on the ground in Amsterdam reporting

in.“Well, we'll see about that, won't we?” He said, ending the call with Three with one gesture,

and connecting to the team with another.“Sir, we are on site now. . .” Shana Kanta muttered,

through a jaw that was mostly slack. There was hesitancy in her voice, and she swallowed hard

before giving him access to see through her eyes. “And as I often hear said at times like these,

I think we might be in requirement of a larger sailing vessel. . .”3A punishment without end His

flesh was bubbling, the skin starting to crisp and turn a darker, unnatural shade of black. The

blaze continued to roar all around him, with virulent rage and vile intent.He could no longer

scream, the flames were down his throat, tunnelling through his guts, cooking his meat from

the inside out, as much of the outside in.When it first took him, his eyes welled with tears. But

those tears were soon simmering, boiling under his lids, blistering the balls in their sockets—

and then his eyes themselves were boiling too, the fluid frothing and spitting under the

surface.It did not make sense, the suffering put upon him. When the flames first beckoned, they

seemed as though they were an invitation, a gift that had been presented in the most beautiful

fashion. And there was some semblance of beauty still present, the crystalline structure was

still there, amidst the fire that licked so ferociously across his entire body. However, it no longer

acted as a thing of beauty, now it grated up against him, sharp shards that tore mounds of

meat from his bones. He could also feel the roots, wrapped around him from head to toe, each

of them ablaze, burning with the heat of a thousand suns.What ungodly torment was this? A

punishment, perhaps, for being so foolish as to wish to return whence he came, so long ago?

What little fat had existed on his large, muscular frame was now liquid, and it was starting to

feel as though the skin was ready to come clean off. That, he mused—through fractured

thoughts amidst the agony—was surprising. So much time had passed: months, maybe more,

but the progress of his injuries seemed to imply that he had been under that intense heat for

barely minutes.This was certainly not the fire of where he had spent so many millennia. That

fire was eternal, and did not have this hue—it was purple and black, with glimmers of silver.

The flames that had encompassed him were yellow and orange with flickers of blue, it was the

colour of the fires he could only vaguely recall from his time, in a time long gone, back in the

Natural World.That was what had caught his attention, and made him believe it to be

benevolent in its intentions. It was not of The Garden, the prison that was a paradise. it was like

a dream that had come to life, carrying with it the promise of change. But the longer he stayed

within the clutches of the burning torment, it seemed as though this were not a dream at all,

but rather a nightmare that had snatched him up, for a punishment without end.He could not

comprehend why this had occurred to him. Let alone understand why even though he was in

pure and utter agony, the fire would not let him relinquish hold of his consciousness—as if the



fire needed him to be awake through every moment.Why that might be, he could not say. All he

could do was hold out hope that this was not some vengeful god's wrath—that it was instead a

transition, with an inevitable destination and the end.And wherever that might be, he could only

hope that it was anything close to as perfect as the place he had been stolen from.4Something

special AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDSShana and her team were dumbfounded.Not one

among them had ever seen anything like it, a creature of such vast size, covered in scales that

were each as tall as they were. This was something that should not be, a beast that was long

extinct, absent for as long as mankind had been upon the earth. . . A cryptid that had long been

consigned to the realms of fantasy—a dragon.It was close to a hundred feet long, with a

protruding snout that occasionally bellowed smoke from the nostrils. Every so often, it would

insert its head into the water, releasing a mighty blast of flames from its gullet that boiled the

river it laid in, and then it would continue to bathe itself in the re-warmed waters.“Sir,” Shana

said, “I do not believe that the team presently on location is in command of enough magick

between us to scratch the beast, let alone incapacitate it. . .”She could hear Faith growling in

her periphery, as he watched through her eyes.“Where did it bloody come from?” he asked.She

looked over to Gali Daliyah, who was further down the river, interrogating a man and woman

who stood on the bridge, both seeming far too nonchalant about the gigantic creature that was

washing itself in the canal.Shana walked over to them, and as she heard snippets of the

responses from the couple, she could instantly tell that at least one of them was hiding

something.“I mean, I've always loved dragons,” the woman was saying, talking at a fast pace,

with an excited gleam in her eye. “And then, you know, Game of Thrones? It really brought

them to life, gave them a heart and a soul— I've never seen a dragon have that much emotion,

and well, you know, it's my birthday today, and our anniversary in a week, and Hadley said he

was going to do something special, but I never imagined—““It was you?” Shana asked,

indicating to the man who had been silent as his partner spoke, avoiding eye contact as best

he could.He shrugged, and Shana glared, throwing out a gesture that rotated his body on the

spot, shoes grating against the stone beneath them, until he was looking right at her.“Yes? It

was you?”He nodded, reluctantly.“How?”“Oh, I don't want to know how!” The woman said, “that

spoils the fun of it all, doesn't it? You never want to know a magician does his tricks!”“This

magickian has perverted the laws of nature,” Shana grunted, “so yes, I would like to know how

it was accomplished.”“P-p-parthenogenesis,” he stuttered.“That is not possible. For

parthenogenesis, you must have an unfertilised ovum, and there are so few that have been

discovered, there is no possible way that you would be able to get your hands upon—““Not

from a dragon, that wouldn't work anyway, I don't think. Their magick is too old, too powerful, I

wouldn't be able to get my head around it.”“Guys!” Talyn Kartovski shouted in her periphery. “It

looks like it is done with its bath, and is preparing for flight. . .”Shana looked over, and Talyn's

summation was accurate. The dragon was on its feet, wings stretching out above the walls of

the canal, towering over the buildings, raining water down upon the streets.“You need to stop

this now!” she shouted to Hadley, as the gargantuan beast screeched an unholy wail behind

them.“I don't, I can't, didn't really think this through, and—““What should I do?” Talyn shouted in

her ear.“Kill the damn thing!” Faith commanded, “before it has a chance to send all of bloody

Amsterdam up in flames!“Sir,” Shana pleaded, “as I said, I do not believe—”“You have your

order, Kanta. Take it down!”Shana looked over to Gali, reluctantly giving her a nod to do as

instructed. She ran back over to Talyn, and the two of them watched in awe as the colossal

lizard climbed up on the banks of the canal, and began to thrash its wings with the intent of

taking to the skies.“Ice?” Talyn asked, a quiver on his lip.Gali nodded “With a lightning chaser!”

She tried to make it sound as if she was sure of herself—but in all honesty, she had to admit



that the two of them attacking a creature of such stature felt as though it was a terrible

idea.Shana looked over from the bridge, as the two of them began to cast. It was'nt going to

work, that was clear. the only way to defeat this creature, was to know what magick brought it

into being.“How?” she shouted, as the waters tore themselves from the canal, forming long,

sharp spears of ice that slammed into the creature's hide, to deafening screams.Deep inside

each of those spears, electricity sparked to life, tunnelling through to the beast, making its

screams became louder—as those shrieks turned into roars. But they were not roars of simple

pain or anger, they were roars of flame.It expunged great, powerful blasts of white-hot fire

across the canal. Gali threw up a barrier, but the impossible heat caused the magickal shield to

bubble and spit angrily as she did so. Talyn added his intent to support it, as the flames

cascaded around them, igniting the buildings that lay to their rear.Shana swallowed hard, as

Amsterdam began to burn, smoke bellowing up into the heavens, turning the clear blue skies a

murky grey.“Tell me!” she shouted, “tell me how you did it!”
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bubble and spit angrily as she did so. Talyn added his intent to support it, as the flames

cascaded around them, igniting the buildings that lay to their rear.Shana swallowed hard, as

Amsterdam began to burn, smoke bellowing up into the heavens, turning the clear blue skies a

murky grey.“Tell me!” she shouted, “tell me how you did it!”“Partheno—““With what? you said

you did not have the ovum of a dragon, so what did you use?”He looked nervously at the

ground, kicking his shoes against the stone.“Does it look like we have time for you to act like a

child? You live here, do you not? I cannot imagine that you would want your home to burn!”“A

lizard,” he muttered, “komodo dragon.““But what about—““DNA of wings from a bat. dried fire

adept blood from the Market, two drops of panacea from the apothecary, left deep in an

abandoned coal mine for four months to gestate in darkness, sitting in a small bath of crude

oil.”“Panacea?” Shana felt a pit burrowing away in her gut. “But that is a cure-all! If it has a cure-

all in its blood, then that means. . . ”She looked over to the beast, it was flapping its wings once

again, preparing to take to the sky. But as the great gusts blew the smoke from the canal, one



and all could clearly see that even though the shards of ice had penetrated its hide, there were

no wounds made to the scales.They had healed as soon as the blows had been struck.“You

need to stop it,” she commanded, “you are its master, it will listen to your words.”He shook his

head, as he watched in terror as his creation flew at great speeds in an arc around their

location, an ungodly torrent of fire ripping from its great jaws, sending entire buildings up in

flames in an instant.“I'm. . . I'm not its master. . . I abandoned it, in the mine. It grew much faster

than I could have imagined, and although it made its way here for the surprise—““And what a

surprise! It's amazing!” His partner giggled, not quite seeming to get the scope of the situation

—until Shana glared at her and enacted a gesture that muted any further interruptions.“It came

here by. . . Well. . . suggestion, rather than order. More by luck than anything.”“So you cannot

give it orders?” Shana asked.He shook his head. “I've tried, don't you think I've tried? I'm

screaming at it in my head right now, begging it not to burn my home, but it just won't

listen!”Shana caught sight of a door pushing its way out of a building on the other side of the

canal.“Sir,” she asked Faith, “have you sent reinforcements?”“No. . .” he replied. “They're still

scrambling to get ready.”“Well then who sent—”The door burst open with a kick from a long,

muscular leg, revealing a woman clad entirely in customised black tactical gear that had been

laced with golden thread sewn into a series of sigils that enchanted her with fire wards from

head to toe. Over her head was a tight-fitting mask with a visor that hid her face, with healing

glyphs etched into the plastic to protect and heal her eyes from damage by heat or light. She

stomped across the bridge, light dancing with her stride—some from the knuckle dusters she

wore, that had glimmers of flames on their surface—but mostly from the weapon in her hands,

as she was heaving a gigantic flaming broadsword ahead of her, that was almost as tall as she

was.The sword's blade clanged against the ground and continued to smoulder, as she came to

a stop by Shana and flipped up her visor.“So, I hear you have a dragon problem?” Raven

Shaffec-Argo said, with a wicked grin on her lips. Ever since she was a child, she had dreamed

of slaying a dragon—and finally, it looked as though she was going to make that dream come

true. . .5They begged for death Fire is change. He knew that, he had always known that. It

was one of the first elements they learned to harness, and with it, so many changes

came.Even though his flesh was crisp and burned, he tried to keep that in mind. The pain was

still present, still excruciating, but he could no longer scream. The vocal chords in his throat

were molten and no use for making any kind of sounds—and even if he could get anything out

through the blistered, dried meat that used to be his lips, who would hear it?His cries would be

for an audience of one, and there was certainly nothing he could do to help himself. . .The

blackened, roasted flesh that used to be his body felt as though it was fused together. He had

long given up attempting to fight it, and had not even so much as tried to thrash his arms

around for months, or longer.And yet, he was not dead.It brought memories, that thought.

Memories that were all too clear. He could recall an incident in which he and his kin burned a

forest to ash, in a desperate attempt to cull a species that called itself the Flor'Amon. Children

of the great god Amon-Gorloth, a sentient plant parasite that wished to take the Natural World

as their own. They were spreading far and wide, and as much as his kin did not wish to harm

the forest, nor those that dwelled within it, they had no other choice.The trees caught alight in

an instant, the shrubbery and undergrowth too. It was a massacre. And out of that blaze, he

witnessed animals that tore through the flames, their pelts burning as they ran for freedom and

safety.However, many succumbed to the roaring blaze that had engulfed them. Their

movements slowed, they cried out pathetic squeals and bleats as they begged for death. They

died from the pain, or the smoke inhalation, their bodies blackened and solid, just as his

was.For them, fire was the change between life and death.But if that was what happened to



them—in a situation that was so much like the one he found himself in—then how could it be

that he was still alive?Unless. . . he was meant for something more.6One

similarity AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDSRaven thrashed the flaming sword back and

forth in an attempt to get the dragon's attention, but it seemed much more interested in cooking

Amsterdam alive. . .“Call it back here!” Shana shouted to Hadley.“I don't know how!”His partner

waved her hands frantically, lips flapping as she tried to spit words out, the casting still holding

them at bay. Shana rolled her eyes and allowed the woman to speak again.“That was very

rude!” she shrieked.“You had something to add?” Shana asked.“Gold! Dragons love gold! They

always love gold, in all the stories.”Shana threw the casting of silence back on the excitable

woman, and turned to Hadley. “Is that likely to be true with your creation?”He shrugged.“For a

man who made a dragon,” she growled, beckoning the rest of her team to join her, “you are not

as smart or as useful as you could be. . .”Gali and Talyn ran up to the bridge, dodging Raven's

clumsy waves of the blazing sword as they did so.“We need gold to attract the dragon, so that

Raven may. . .” Shana tried to hide the reluctance as she looked in her former partner's

direction, “attempt to slay it.”Raven spun on her heel at hearing that, and joined them. “Gold

you say?” She looked around the canal, seeing nothing but buildings in various states of

destruction, and smoke funnelling up into the heavens. “Not much to work with. . .”Shana

indicated to the stone bridge that lay beneath their feet.“Ooh!” Raven squealed with glee,

“transubstantiation! I like the way you're thinking Kanta! Looks like you learned a few sly tricks

off me, eh?” At that, she jabbed Shana in the ribs, and received a disapproving glare in

response.It had been almost six months since Shana had requested to be assigned another

partner—becoming a team leader in the process—and it had also been six months since

absolutely everyone in the Circle had told Faith that they had no desire to be Raven's partner,

leaving her to be a rarely-called-upon lone wolf, as far as the organisation was concerned.She

was a wild card, the kind of person that turns up uninvited to a dragon slaying with their own

dragon slaying costume and props. But Shana knew full well that just three of them would not

have enough magick to do what needed to be done—and so she welcomed Raven, and

Hadley into their casting.She took her place at the centre of the bridge, Hadley politely shooed

his silenced girlfriend off to the side before he took his position at the far corner, with Gali,

Talyn and Raven at the others. The five closed their eyes, throwing their hands out wide in an

arc and dropped to the ground, fingers caressing the stone as they combined their intentThe

stone itself was an aggregate, a myriad minerals that had been melded together into a solid

form by heat and pressure and time. There was quartz and feldspar and biotite, none of which

were particularly handy when it came to transubstantiation—but there was one similarity

between the stone and gold. . . neither were reactive, they were both solid under most

conditions. It was that similarity that they focused on as each of them pulled their hands

inwards in a spiral, unbinding the genetic make-up of the bridge and putting it back together in

a new form, one that was heavier, shinier, and a hell of a lot more tasty to dragons.
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